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Turn Possibility 
into Reality
ComSource delivers 
technology solutions 
coupled with financial 
strategies to bring your 
institution’s vision to life. 

As an IT solutions provider, 
we don’t manufacture 
technology, we harness it. 
Acting as your technology 
advocate, we’re the people 
behind the technology, 
designing for you and 
working with you. With trust, 
loyalty, and relationships 
as the cornerstone of our 
business for over 30 years, 
let us help you redefine 
what’s possible. 

Start Today 

Higher Education
Preparing Tomorrow’s Workforce Today

Today’s students not only need current technology to make learning easier, 
but they also need relevant technology to connect them to educational 
opportunities all over the world. This presents unique challenges to higher 
education institutions. At ComSource, we aid colleges in focusing on the 
technology that facilitates learning today, as well as offering ways to 
prepare today’s students for their future careers. Committed to helping 
institutions create a connected campus, ComSource designs technology 
solutions to extend the learning environment delivering quality education to 
all students, from anywhere, at any time, on any device.

ComSource delivers technology solutions coupled with financial strategies 
to make possibility reality, enabling higher education organizations to:

• Reach and engage with new learners beyond the campus with unified 
collaboration tools.

• Attract and enable the student population with any time, anywhere 

access with a secure Residential Network.
• Cut costs and streamline administrative and operational efficiency with 

PC Lifecycle Management.
• Heighten safety and security with IoT applications and integrations.
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Turning Possibil ity into Reality
ComSource delivers technology solutions coupled with financial strategies 
to bring your vision to life. 

Start today: www.comsourceny.com

Empower Your Students to 
Make More Possible

ResNet
One of the critical components of retaining residents on campus is a robust 
and reliable campus WiFi network. Typical college students bring eight or 
nine connected devices with them to school each year. ComSource’s ResNet 
service bundles WiFi, Internet, Internet protocol television (IPTV), phone 
services, and support to students living in on-campus residence halls. 

ComSource takes a holistic approach to develop high-performance systems 
that are stable, reliable, and able to manage a large number of connected 
users on campus. Our ResNet professionals will design and manage your 
campus tech requirements, freeing up your IT staff for other strategic 
initiatives. 

Collaboration 
Smart institutions must reevaluate their communication methods in order 
to provide for an evolving student and educator needs. ComSource helps 
learning organizations adopt new technologies that inspire innovation and 
accelerate communication to keep pace with learning activities.

Virtual & Physical Security
Designing and implementing a connected campus is just the beginning of a 
fully functional network architecture. Users must be confident that data is 
protected and networks are safe to access. Virtual and physical security can 
be achieved through a reliable security architecture that keeps the campus 
and constituents safe. ComSource security experts help you prevent any 
breaches before they occur.

PC Lifecycle Management
Learning is more conducive when a student’s tools are up-to-date. The 
ComSource mix of hardware, financing options, and deployment eliminate 
the stresses of hardware management. Solutions include custom financial 
program solutions, reduced total cost of ownership (TCO), strategic 
procurement and fulfillment, and secure asset tracking. ComSource 
standardized user packages help higher education organizations track and 
manage hardware, purchase, and lease, provide security and track hardware 
lifecycle management.


